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THE JOIN DIOPSIDE-IRON OXIDE-SILICA AND ITS
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ITE-IRON OXIDE-SILICAI
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(Iniaersity P ark, p ennsylaania 16 g0 Z.

ABSTRAcT

(1) 52 CaMgSizO6,40 iron oxide,8 SiOr, 1162"C, logfsr:-g.2g, (2) 2I CaMgSizOt,
47 iron oxide,26 SiOe, 1l45oc, Iog/er:-g.4g, (3) t7 baMgSizOo,5T iron oxide,26
SiOz, 1 173oC, log fgr: - 7.97.

constant oxygen fugacities.

INrnooucrroN

one tetrahedron which contains the phases olivine, diopside, pyroxene,a
and magnetite in the system CaO-MgO-FeO-FerOr_SiO, is

tetrahedron CaO-MgO-iron oxide-SiOg with iron oxide plotted as
Feroa. The included caMgSi2o-Feao+-sior join is sketched therein.

Rinary systems do not bound any of the sides of the join CaMgSizOo-
iron oxide-SiOr. This is because not all phase compositions repiesented

1 contribution No. 69-52 from college of Earth and Mineral sciences, The pennsyl-
vania State University.

2 Present address: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Albany, Oregon,9732l.
3 It is recognized that diopside is a pyroxene. Therefore, whenever ,,pyroxene,, is

mentioned in this paper as a separate phase, it is taken to mean a carcium-pooior pigeonitic
pyroxene.
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Iirc. 1. 
'fhe tetrahedron CaO-MgO-iron oxide 'SiOz showing the join CaMgSLOo-

iron oxide-SiOr of the present study as a ruled surface. The dashed lines represent the

timits of the join CaMgSrzOs Mg:SiOr iron oxide-SiOz rvhich is referred to later in this

paper. Iron oxide is represented as FerOr.

within the join can be represented explicit ly by the aforementioned

end-members. AII of the crystalline phases present except tridymite and

cristobalite exhibit some cation substitution (for example, CaO and MgO

are not alwa,vs pre'sent in each phase in a 1:l "diopside" ratio)' The

limiting join CaMgSi:Oo-SiOz was deternrined b1' I lowen (1914) and

later rnodified by I(ushir:o and Schairer (1963), and Schairer and Kushiro

(1964). ' fhe l iqu idus has a min imum at  7371*1oC and 15-16 weight

percent Sior separating the diopsidef l iquid and tridymitefl iquid re-

gions. Phase relations along the join caMgsizoe-iron oxide were studied

in air by Presnall (1966). Muan (1955) has made an extensive study of

the svstem FeO-FerOe-SiO2 from which data can be obtained for the

limiting join iron oxide-SiOr at the appropriate gas composition.

ExprnrlmNrer- METHoD

Starting materials consisted o{ the following reagent-grade chemicals which lr,'ere heat-

treated as indicated: Fezo: at 700oc for 12 hr; MgO at 1400oc lor 22hr; cacos at 300o(l

lor 22hr: ancl silicic aci<l at 40C)'C for 6 hr, 900'C {or 2 hr, and 1350'C for 20 hr.l'en gratrt
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The now familiar quenching technique (Day, shepard, and wright, 1906) was used in
the present work. A11 runs were made in either 55/oA9-45/6 pd, or SOl6Lg-50Tapd
crucibles or envelopes to minimize loss of iron to the container (Muan, 1963) at a coz/Hz
room-temperature miring ratio oi 50 and quenched in mercury. Run furnaces were of the
vertical resistance type whose temperatures were controlled by 6ommercial electronic

quenching mercury was stored in a reservoir and was introduced into the quench cup oniy
during run quenching. The gas flow rate was that necessary to minimize thermal clifiusion
and maintain a positive pressure at the top of the furnace. The entire experimental appar-
atus was periodically calibrated at the FeO-Fe3Oa and Feaor-FezOr boundaries at a
glven temperature. Temperatures were measured before and after each run in an air at-
mosphere by a Pt/Pt-10l6Rh working thermocouple which was frequently calibrated
with a standard thermocouple of the same type which in turn was calibrated at the melting
p-ointof gold (lo62.6oc) anddiopside(1391.5oc).Temperaturesarebelievedtobewithin*
4"C of the true values.

Phases were identified microscopically in transmitted and/or reflected light. The diffi-
culty in distinguishing between the diopside and olivine phases in the present join was
minimized by etching the polished mounts with concentrated HCI (olivine was etched,
whereas diopside was not). Phase identification was often verified by X-ray powder diffrac-
tometry using Mn-filtered iron radiation. The length of the runs varied from one to three
days which was established by preliminary runs as sufficient time to achieve equilibrium.

There are three possible'choices of atmosphere in the present type of work: (1) con_
stant CO'/H2 mixing ratio, (2) constant oxygen fugacity, or (3) solid buffering (Eugster
and wones, 1962).ft this experimental work is to be applicable to basaltic rocks, an oxygen
fugacity in the range of 10-6 to 10-8 atm is probably the correct interval for use with.
temperatures between 1000oc and 1300oc, based on the work of Fudati (1965) on natural
rock samples, and in experimental systems rvhose phase assemblages are applicable to
such rocks (see for example, Muan and Osborn, 1956, Osborn, 1g1g, 1962, Roeder and
osborn, 1966, Presnall, 1966). A constant ox1'gen fugacity in the above-mentioned range is
generally difficult to achieve with convenient available gases at the relatively low tempera-
tures expected in some parts of the present join. Solid buffers are more difiicult to work
with experimentally than a constant co"/Hz mixing ratio. A carefullv chosen coz/Hz
mixing ratio is desirable because its oxygen fugacity can parallel that of several impor-
tant soiid bufier curves. This is illustrated in Figure 2 wherein the mixing ratio chosen for

I Table 1 listing results of equilibration runs may be ordered as NApS Document
No. 01111from National Auxiliarv publications service of the A.S.r.S., c/o ccM rnfor-
mation Corporation, 909 Thiid Avenue, New york, N.y. f0022; remitting g2.00 for
microfiche or $5.00 for photocopies, in advance payable to CCMIC NApS.
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Frc. 2. Temperature-Iog oxygen fugacity plot showing relations and crystallization

sequences involving an olivine basalt (left dashed curve) and a hypersthene-augite andesite

(right dashed curve) as sketched by Osborn (1963) from temperature-oxygen fugacity data

of Fudali (1965). Light solid lines show three important iron oxide reactions from Eugster

and Wones (1962), and two water curves from Kennedy (1948). Superimposed on this

diagram of Osborn (1963) are illustrated tbe temperaturelog oxygen fugacity relations of

the constant room temperature COz/Hz mixing ratio used in the present study (heavy solid

line). Abbreviations are: F-fayalite, H-hematite, Mt-magnetite, O-olivine, Pl-plagioclase,

P-pyroxene, S-silica, Sol-solidus, and Wii-wiistite

this study (50) is plotted on a temperature-log oxygen fugacity diagram which also shows

the previously mentioned curves. A COz/Hz ratio of 50 falls in the oxygen fugacity region

of basalts and andesites. The two dashed curves for a basalt and an andesite are taken

from Osborn (1963), who sketched these curves to show only the general and approximate

relations to be expected during equilibrium crystallization in a closed system' Oxygen

fugacities for the two rock types at 1200oC and temperatures of appearance of the phases

were obtained by Fudali (1965).

ExpnnrMBlTrAL RESULTS

Results of quenching experiments in the join CaMgSirOo-iron oxide-

SiOz are given in Table 1 and are used to construct the l iquidus surface

shown in Figure 3. All of the iron oxide has been recalculated as FeaO+

and plotted as such in the figure, following the method of Muan and

Osborn (1956) with l imitations and uses as indicated by Presnall (1966).

Thus the phase relations obtained at a constant COz/Hz ratio of 50 in

the system CaMgSizOo-FeO-FezOa-SiOz, which could be represented

by a complex surface, have in effect been projected onto the CaMgSiuOo
-FerO+-SiOz plane as shown in Figure 3. Three piercing piints are

obtained which contain the following crystalline phases in equilibrium

with Iiquid: (1) olivine-diopside-magnesioferrite, (2) olivine-silica-
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F rc. 3 I-irluidus relations in the join CaMgSi:Oo iron oxide-SiO: at a constanL room
lemperature cor,iH: mixing ratio of 50. All iron oxide has been recalculated and plotted
as I'e3or. Solid circles represent the compositions of the mixtures studied. Heavy solid
lines are liquidus boundary curves (dashed where inferred) and light lines represent liquidus
isotherms (so1id where known and dashed where inferred). Temperatures are indicated
in oC. Arrows on the boundary curves indicate directions of decreasing temperatures.
'femperatures 

of the three piercing points are shoivn. stippled areas denote the limits of
the liquid immiscibilitv region

diopside, and (3) olivine-sil ica-magnesioferrite. Approximate composi-
tions (weight percent), temperatures, and corresponding log oxygen
fugacities of t.hese points are: (1) 52 percent CaMgSirOo, 40 percent
l 'e3Oa,8 percent  SiO2,  1162oC, -8.29,  (2)  27 percent  CaMgSizOo,4T
percent  Fe3Oq,26 percent  SiO2,  1145oC, -8.40,  and (3)  17 percent  CaMg-
Sizoo, 57 percent F-esOr, 26 percent SiO2, 1173'C , -7.97. These three
points serve to delineate boundary ccnditions for the join CaMgSizOe-
MgzSiOr-iron oxide-SiOr at COz/Hz:50 which must therefore con-
tain the three boundarv surfaces involving the crystall ine phases men-
tioned above in addition to l iquid and vapor phases.

Drscussror.r

T h e Quater n ar y S y s tem C a M gS izo a- I.' eO- I" ezO t-SiO:. Th e C a M gSiz-
O6-iron oxide-SiOz join may be considered in terms of the quaternarl,-
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Frc. 4. Schematic weight percent tetrahedron showing phase relations in the system

CaMgSizOe-l'eO-F-ezOa-SiOz with the SiO2 apex at the rear. Data on the right face

were taken from Muan (1955). The liquidus boundary curves on the base and front face,

the latter of which has been removed lrom the tetrahedron and shown to the left, were

partially inferred from the data ol Presnall (1966). Phase fields of metallic iron have been

omitted lor simplicity.'fhe surface CaMgSizO6-lesOr-SiOr from Fig.3 is shown as a
plane in this figure. Univariant curves within the tetrahedron are shown as heavy dashed

lines and the three crystalline phases in equilibrium with liquid are shown along each,
These curves meet at two invariant points within the tetrahedron: a, where silica, diopside,

magnesioferrite, and hematite are the equilibrium crystalline phases, and b, where olivine,

silica, diopside, and magnesioferrite are such phases. Arrows denote directions of decreas-

ing ternperature. Points c, d, and e represent the intersections of univariant curves with

the limiting lace CaMgSizOn l-eo-FezOr (front face as represented by the left diagram

in the figure). Medium dashed (inferred) or solid lines represent liquidus boundary curves

in the limiting faces of the tetrahedron and the plane CaMgSi:Oo FesOr-SiOz Tempera-

tures are indicated in oC. Abbreviations have the same meaning as in Fig. 2, and D:

diopside, M:magnesioferrite, and W:magnesiowiistite. The dot-dashed lines denote
projection lines along which the front face has been removed to the left in this figure.

system CaMgSizOo-FeO-FezOo-SiOz as shown in Figure 4. From a
consideration of the data in the bounding joins (Muan, 1955, Presnall,
1966), four of the three-crystall ine phase assemblages which exist along
univariant boundary curves in the aforementioned system are olivine-
magnesioferrite-magnesiowiistite (OMW), olivine-silica-diopside
(OSD), olivine-diopside-magnesiof errite (ODM), and olivine-sil ica-
magnesioferrite (OSM). The latter three join at the invariant point
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olivine-silica-diopside-magnesiof errite (point b, Figure 4), an
equilibrium phase assemblage which does exist based on the present data
(see Table 1). Temperatures along three of the aforementioned uni-
variant boundary curves (OSM, OSD, and ODM, Figure 4) probably
decrease from the bounding ternary faces to the invariant point with the
exception of the curve OSM which probably possesses a temperature
maximum for reasons given later in this paper. The fourth univariant
Iine emanating from this point is silica-diopside-magnesioferrite
(SDM). Inasmuch as the CO2/Hz: 50 join intersects three of the bound-
ary curves at the determined piercing points (see Figure 4), this means
that the point olivine-silica-diopside-magnesioferrite lies on the
more oxidizing side of the COz/Hz:50 surface in the CaMgSizOe-
FeO-FezOa-SiOr tetrahedron. Another possible four-phase crystalline
assemblage shown in this tetrahedron is sil ica-diopside-magnesioferrite-
hematite (point a, Figure 4).

Relation of Resulls to lhe CaMgSi2O6-Mg2SiO+-Iron Oride-SiOz Join.
The present data combined with previous work permit delineation of all
the important boundary curves wherein two crystalline phases are in
equilibrium with liquid at the appropriate gas compositions in the four
limiting foces of the join CoMgSizOa-MgzSiot-iron oride-SiOz zuhich
is shown as an equilateral tetrahedron in Figure 5 with iron oxide plotted
as FerO+. Data for the base (CaMgSi:Oo-MgzSiOr-SiOz) were taken
from Kushiro and Schairer (1963). Curves shown for the Mg2SiOa-iron
oxide-SiOz plane (left face) were obtained by interpolation of constant
COz/Hz mixing ratio data presented by Muan and Osborn (1956).
Determination of the correct condensed phase assemblages at the piercing
points for CO2/H2:50 was made from the log oxygen fugacity-tempera-
ture plots of Speidel and Nafziger (1968) for this face. Data frorn the
present work are shown on the right face. Phase relations on the front
face (small f igure to the left in Figure 5, CaMgSizO6-iron oxide-Mgz-
SiO+) at CO2/H":59 are inferred from the data of Presnall (1966) at an
oxygen fugacity of 10-6 atm. with total iron recalculated as FeaO+.
Three invariantr points within the tetrahedron are shown schematicalll,-
in Figure 5. Two of these [condensed phases: olivine-diopside--pyrox-
ene-magnesioferrite (ODPM), Jiquid (f in Figure 5), and sil ica-
diopside-pyroxene-magnesioferrite (SDPM), I iquid (g in Figure 5)l
have previously been postulated by Osborn (1962) and Presnall (1966).

1 For sake of convenience, boundary curves and their points of intersection within the
tetrahedra of Figure 5 and 6 are referred to as "univariant," and invariant," respectively,
although these tetrahedra do not represent true quaternary systems for reasons discussed
previously in this paper.
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!-rc. 5. '-the join CaMgSLOo-MgsSiOr-FerOr-SiOz at COz/Hz:SO with the SiOr

apex at the rear. Data on the faces of the tetrahedron were obtained as explained in the

text. Univariant curves within the tetrahedron are shown as heavy dashed lines which meet

at three invariant points: f, where olivine, diopsorle, pyroxene, and magnesioferrite are

the equilibrium crystalline phases: g, where silica, diopside, pyroxene, and magnesioferrite

are such phases; and h, where olivine, silica, diopside, and magnesioferrite coexist to-

gether. Points j and k denote piercing points where two univariant curves within the

tetrahedron intersect the limiting front face (small diagram at the left) Abbreviations

have the same meaning as in l'igs. 2 and.4. Temperatures are shown in oC.

Olivine-sil ica-diopside-magnesioferrite (OSDM), and liquid are the

condensed phases present at the third proposed point (h in Figure 5).

The existence of this point is postulated on the basis of results shown in

Table 1 (mixtures 16,25,40,  and 41) .  The maximum temperature range

for this point l ies between 1091"C and 1144oC at corresponding log

oxygen fugacities of -9.18 and -8.43.

The present work verif ies the existence of an olivine primary phase

field in the join CaMgSLOo-iron oxide-SiOz at oxygen fugacities de-

fined by a room-temperature CO2/H2 mixing ratio of 50 and the conse-

quent delineation of invariant points in this join. At lower oxygen

fugacities, the olivine field would be expected to increase in size at the

expense of the magnesioferrite unti l the latter disappears entirely, thus

eliminating the piercing points which include magnesiof errite as a stable

,\\

I 
trtg
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Frc. 6. Inferred phase relations in the join caMgSi:oe-MgzSior-iron oxide-sio:.
Crystalline phases are in equilibrium with liquid and metallic iron. A1I iron oxide is plotted
as Feo. The data on the left face of the tetrahedron are from Bowen and schairer (1935),
those on the front face (here shou'n removed from the tetrahedron and placed to its left)
from Presnall (1966), and those on the right face from Ricker (1952). curves and symbols
have the same meaning as in Figs. 4 and 5. one invariant point within the tetrahedron is
indicated where olivine, silica, diopside, and pyroxene are in equiiibrium with liquid and a
gas phase whose oxygen fugacity is that defined in equilibrium with metallic iron. primary
phase fields of metallic iron have been omitted

phase. This supposition is based on phase relations as a function of oxygen
fugacity which obtain in analogous s)-stems involving iron oxide, silica,
and.f or calcium and,f or magnesium silicate (see for example, Muan ancl
Osborn, 1956, Presnall, 1966, Speidel and Nafziger, 1968). A magnesio-
wiistite field appears and the inferred relations in equilibrium with
metall ic iron are shown as the right face of the tetrahedron in Figure 6.
Only one piercing point (osd)l is shown in this face and the number of
invariant points and univariant curves within the tetrahedron are re-
duced, resulting in the more simple relations shown in Figure 6.

Crystallizalion Sequences. Using the relations shown in Figure 5, qualita-
tive fractional crystallization sequences for mixtures at oxygen fugacities

1 The lower case letters refer to crystalline phases coexisting in equilibrium in the
bounding joins of the tetrahedron, follo*.ing the notation of Speidel and Nafziger (1968).
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obtained from a fixed room-temperature CO2/H2 ratio of 50 can be de-
rived. At this constant CO2/H2 ratio, the oxygen fugacity will continu-
ously decrease as cooling progresses, but at a slower rate than that
which obtains in a closed system [i.e. crystallization at a constant
composition (see for example, Osborn, 1969)]. When COr/H2:50, there
is still a sufficient magnesioferrite volume to prevent the crystallizing
liquid from moving to compositions high in iron oxide relative to silica.
The fractional crystallization of mixtures lying within the tetrahedron of
Figure 5 would result in phase sequences very similar to those described
by Osborn (1962) and Presnall (1966) at constant oxygen fugacities.
The present data also characterize more specifically the relations along
the curve SDM in Figure 5 (curve DE in Osborn, 1962, Figure 4, and
the curve originating at e, e', and e" in Presnall, 1966, Figure 6).
Mixtures whose bulk compositions lie within the small olivine volume in
the right of the tetrahedron in Figure 5 would crystallize in the sequence:
olivine; olivine*magnesioferrite, or olivineldiopside; olivine*sil ica*
magnesiof errite, olivinef diopsidef magnesiof errite, or olivine* silica*
diopside. The precise sequence will depend on the bulk compositions and
the changing compositions of the crystallizing phases. In any case, all of
these mixtures would crystallize toward point h (OSDM) in Figure 5.
Mixtures whose bulk compositions lie near the CaMgSizOo-FeaOe-
SiOz plane in the vicinity of the olivine volume would crystallize in a
similar manner as outlined above.
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